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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2018, British Columbia became the world’s first jurisdiction ever to pass legislation
allowing cities to zone for residential rental use. The legislation is designed to help
cities preserve and enable rentals amid severe shortages. This report explores rental
zoning models under development in B.C.’s cities today. Here are the takeaways:
Rental zoning can’t
prevent demolitions

No one size fits all

Rental zoning only
preserves a property’s
rental use. It can’t
preserve the physical
building.

Rental zoning comes
in many variations. No
single approach will
serve all communities.

It’s a land use,
not rent control

Rental zoning is a land
use. It can’t set or
regulate rents.

Mixed tenure

Cities can use rental
zoning to offer extra
density for rental in
strata projects.

Excess commercial
space used for
residential rental

Cities can apply rental
zoning to permit
owners to use extra
commercial density for
residential units.

Affordable housing
Rental zoning alone
can’t help create new
affordable housing.
Inclusionary housing,
density bonuses and
housing agreements
are the key tools
available for creating
affordable rentals.

Photos: Naomi W. Reichstein
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Prezoning

Prezoning for rental
tenure could help
speed approvals and
reduce uncertainty for
new development.

Financing

Lenders may resist
financing mixed-tenure
projects that combine
strata units with units
under rental zoning.

Lowered land values could trigger
building neglect

Rental zoning is likely to devalue properties. This could
reduce the property equity that supports the financing
of operating costs. It may also reduce owners’ commitment to property upkeep and improvements.

A long-term
decision, not
an emergency
measure

Retaining
public lands

Rather than placing
public lands under
rental zoning,
cities should focus
on retaining these
lands and leveraging
them for housing.

Rental zoning could
have far-reaching
impact on communities. It calls
for thorough
analysis and consultation before
implementation.

Tax incentives

Cities can offer
property tax breaks
to landlords in
exchange for voluntary
rental zoning.

Unintended
consequences

An unprecedented
tool, rental zoning will
produce outcomes that
we can’t yet foresee.
Photos: Naomi W. Reichstein
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INTRODUCTION
Like many jurisdictions around the world, British Columbia’s cities have struggled with the problem that the cost of housing has far outpaced local incomes.
On May 31, 2018, the provincial government introduced rental tenure
zoning, a pioneering piece of legislation designed to help address this crisis.

F

or the first time, the Province of B.C.
has empowered local governments
to use their zoning powers to designate an area or portion thereof for
residential rental use only. Enshrined
i n t h e L o c a l G o v e r n m e n t A c t w i t h c o r
responding amendments to the Vancouver
Charter, this legislation is intended to support rental retention and supply, with the
idea of enhancing affordability in housing. 1
Previously, municipalities had no power to
zone for rental tenure. The significance of
this legislation is that rental tenure can now
be considered a land use in itself, subject to
zoning established through community planning (Burnaby, 2019, p. 6).
Despite widespread interest in rental zoning,
uncertainty subsists among municipalities,
developers and housing nonprofits over how
it would work, whether it has been attempted
elsewhere before, how it differs from preexisting tools, and what challenges and
opportunities it presents. * Landowners and
the development community have objected
to rental zoning as a form of downzoning
that could devalue properties, discourage
investment in rental construction (St Denis,
2018; Smyth, 2018), reduce commercial certainty and/or foster ghettoization. In itself,
rental zoning neither reduces rents nor
alleviates the delays on approvals that can
* Formally, the Province refers to the new tool as
“residential rental tenure zoning.” Casually, it’s often
called “rental-only zoning.” For simplicity, this report
calls it “rental zoning.”
R E N TA L Z O N I N G - 8

impede construction. Private owners have
already mounted a legal challenge regarding
the process by which one local government,
the City of New Westminster, has enacted
rental zoning (Bula, 2019; Lazatin, 2019).

Why this project now?
Rental zoning is without precedent anywhere
in the world. This discovery – arising from this
project – is a finding never before announced.
The tool’s unprecedented nature means that
we lack empirical data from which to forecast its success or failure. So far, the cities
of Burnaby, New Westminster and Victoria
have passed rental zoning bylaws, though
only New Westminster has implemented
the zoning for specific properties. At this
writing, Vancouver, Richmond and the District
of Squamish are studying rental zoning, while
Port Moody has deferred action after initial
exploration. Surrey, Port Coquitlam, the City
of North Vancouver, Whistler and Ladysmith
have also initiated research or rental zoning
applications on limited scales (Richmond,
2019a, pp. 59–61).
The objective of this project is to
provide clarity to municipalities, housing nonprofits and industry on what rental zoning
can do, what it can’t do, and what opportunities and drawbacks it presents. To illustrate
how rental zoning could be applied, we
develop a picture of the different forms
it could take. This “theme and variations”
approach presents multiple models of rental

zoning. The goal is to provide a resource for
decision-making that planners, nonprofits
and industry can use when considering the
tool within local contexts.
Articles in the media have covered rental
zoning as enacted by municipalities, while
Coriolis Consulting (2019) has produced for
Metro Vancouver an in-depth analysis of
applications based on quantitative model
ling. Yet no repor t to date has offered a
comprehensive, easily accessible breakdown
of the variations in which governments have
enacted or could enact rental zoning combined with other housing tools. This report is
an effort to fill this informational gap.
Of the concerns expressed about rental
zoning, the most commonly heard is its
potential to lower land values. Associated
concerns include lowered investment in
rental development, depletion of owners’
value in their properties, and reduction of
equity against which landlords can borrow
funds for operations and maintenance.
I contend that on its own, rental zoning is
best understood as a rental retention strategy rather than as a stimulus for new supply.
The reason is that it lacks a mechanism for
capturing value from land-lift that can be
leveraged toward construction of added residential density. I submit therefore that rental
zoning will need to be counterbalanced by
incentives to developers, or it is likely to have
the effect of discouraging rental construction. Without such incentives, rental zoning
risks benefiting the subset of tenants already
in place while working against the interests of the many other prospective renters
caught in housing shortages who depend on
new supply to provide the units they need.
Fur thermore, rental zoning itself has no
power to make rents affordable.
Such being the case, rental zoning will need
to be supplemented with other tools if it is
to enable supply, including affordable supply. The best promise of rental zoning lies
in rental options that generate housing for
tenants without discouraging markets by
reducing underlying land values.

Rental zoning: Key themes
1. It’s not a housing cure-all

Rental zoning on its own won’t enable
rental supply. To contribute to the
housing mix, it will need to be combined with other tools and incentives.

2. It’s context-dependent

Applications of rental zoning are highly
location-specific. Rental zoning could
be implemented in a variety of ways. No
single form will suit all communities.

3. It’s not rent control

Rental zoning is a land-use designation
only. It has no power to set rents.

4. It can’t prevent demolitions

The tool designates rental residential
tenure as the allowable land use for the
zone, but it has no power to preserve
physical buildings.

5. Unintended consequences

As an unprecedented tool, rental zoning
is likely to produce outcomes that we
can’t foresee. It will come with tradeoffs that municipalities need to analyze
before implementation.

This report sets the context by explaining
the provincial legislation, spelling out what it
does and what it doesn’t do. It then explores
rental zoning initiated by local governments
that have implemented or investigated this
new tool on ambitious scales: Burnaby, New
Westminster, Victoria, Vancouver, Richmond,
Port Moody and the District of Squamish.
From there, the report identifies the different
models that rental zoning has taken or could
take, explaining their advantages and limit
ations. This approach enables exploration of
the tradeoffs each model offers.
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This project has been conducted in par tnership with the BC Non-Profit Housing
Association (BCNPHA). While this work
originates from B.C. as the world’s only jurisdiction to have introduced rental zoning, I
hope and intend that the findings will help
inform other North American cities seeking
tools to address their housing challenges.

Questions asked
Supporting the interests of affordable housing has been a prime motive of the project.
For this reason, I began by holding conversations with housing nonprofits in various
locations around B.C. to obtain a sense of
what professionals active in the sector most
wanted to know.
From these and other conversations within
the field, from informal discussions reflecting
market perspectives, and from following the
media, I encountered questions about what
rental zoning was intended to do and by what
mechanisms it was supposed to work. I heard
uncertainty about whether rental zoning had
enough power to increase affordable supply
or whether it would need to be combined
with other planning tools in order to do so.
I heard both concern about its potential to
lower land values and interest in the possibility that this devaluation could make sites
more affordable to nonprofits by reserving
portions of land from stratification. I also
encountered skepticism from both market
and nonmarket voices regarding the fairness
of imposing rental zoning on private lands.
Amid these diverse interests, consensus
emerged around the need for more of an
evidentiary basis for decision-making. What
could we learn from precedents for rental
zoning in other jurisdictions? From these
conversations, from discussions with the BC
Non-Profit Housing Association as community
partner and from my own research, I developed questions to direct the project.

Rental zoning:

Guiding questions
Precedents

Has rental zoning ever been tried?
If so, what were the outcomes?

Initiatives

What rental zoning initiatives are B.C.’s
municipalities pursuing?

Models

What are the possible models for rental
zoning? How could they be combined
with other tools for affordable supply?

Retention vs. new supply

Is rental zoning a strategy for creating new
supply or for preserving existing stock?

Tradeoffs

What are the tradeoffs and possible
unintended consequences?

This repor t does not take a position on
whether rental zoning is the right strategy
for B.C. in the abstract. Rather, it provides
an analytical resource that frames the issues
for municipalities and professionals working
in housing. It presents the possibilities and
tradeoffs of rental zoning in order to support decision-making and help municipalities
make sense of this unprecedented tool.

Photo (following page): Naomi W. Reichstein
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APPROACH
Three methods guided the project:
1. Literature review of journal articles and
news media
2. Conversations with planners involved
with rental zoning in B.C.
3. Review of municipal documents and
public hearing video footage

B.C.’s rental zoning is
the first in the world
Through the literature review, I sought global
precedents for rental zoning and information
on rental zoning initiatives.
Prior to this project, municipalities and consultants conducting
research on rental zoning have
generally concluded that B.C.’s
rental zoning is the first of its
kind in North America. In fact, the
literature review for this project
strongly suggests that this legislation is the first of its kind in the world.
No similar zoning appears to exist anywhere else.
Rental zoning is thus a completely new tool.
Lack of empirical data means that we can’t
refer to past performance to predict the likeli
hood that rental zoning will accomplish its
objectives. For this reason, I’ve relied instead
upon a variety of emerging sources to form
a picture of what we know about rental zoning, in combination with lessons drawn from
relevant affordable housing policies already
existing. The literature review sampled these
systems for lessons that could help us predict
the potential of rental zoning to foster retention of stock or stimulate new supply.

Inclusionary housing
Of the predominant housing approaches, the
most relevant to our discussion is inclusionary
housing. Originating in the U.S. in the early
1970s as a way counteract racial segregation,
inclusionary housing has become prevalent
in many countries, including Canada, where
it is practised in a number of municipalities
in Metro Vancouver and elsewhere in B.C.
Inclusionary housing is a strategy by which
a government mandates or offers incentives
for developers to include affordable units
within new market construction. Often this
comes in the form of additional density made
available to projects. 2
Inclusionary housing operates through landvalue capture. It translates land-lift – the
rising value of real estate and the value
added by development – into a public good by allowing or requiring
inclusion of affordable units. This
mechanism is possible in environments experiencing booms in
construction, par ticularly where
the building of high-end stock can
generate enough extra value for
potential recapture (Anderson, 2016).
Inclusionar y policy is targeted toward
new development, as no mechanism exists
for imposing it on existing housing.
Inclusionary housing policies typically offer
a variety of incentives to offset the building
costs and loss of future revenue from the
lower rents generated by affordable units as
compared to condo sales or market rentals.
Density bonuses (also called density offsets)
are among the most powerful and prevalent
strategies for making inclusionary housing
projects commercially viable. Reduced parking requirements and fast-tracked approval
processes are also helpful as supplementary
incentives (Garde, 2016, p. 16).
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Inclusionar y housing is pertinent to rental
zoning for two reasons:
First, inclusionary housing demonstrates the
operation of land-value capture in putting
the rising value of real estate to work for
affordable housing. By contrast, rental zoning contains no such mechanism. Inclusionary
housing illustrates that to enable new supply,
rental zoning will need to be combined with
other tools such as extra density to make
new construction projects viable.
Second, inclusionary housing itself could be
layered onto rental zoning to meet affordability goals (see pp. 28–29).

State-owned housing
Ample literature exists on other affordable
housing approaches worldwide as well. These
include the housing associations of European
countries such as Denmark (Hansen &
Langergaard, 2017; Lambie & Reichstein,
2018), as well as state-owned systems such
as those of Vienna and Hong Kong.
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Vienna has received much attention for the
role of its government as an owner and predominant developer of housing. Originating
with apartment complexes in the 1920s and
funded through taxation and housing contributions from employed citizens, Vienna’s
social housing system avoids enshrining
social segregation; it ser ves not only lowincome tenants but a large portion of the
middle class, with 62% of residents living in
the buildings (Forrest, 2019). Units are rented
to tenants by the state or by nonprofit housing associations (Forrest, 2019).
Hong Kong has a state-owned public housing sector, known as one of the world’s most
robust, that has shown remarkable resilience (Lau & Murie, 2017, p. 271). A full 25%
of residential land in Hong Kong is used for
public housing, and a very large percentage
of the population lives in public housing:
30% in public rentals, 16% in subsidized
owned properties (Lau & Murie, 2017, p. 272).
Waiting lists for public housing in Hong Kong
are extremely long, however.

Since the neoliberal withdrawal of Nor th
American governments from public housing
that started in the 1980s, cities on our continent are no longer in a position to adopt
state-owned models in an all-encompas
sing way. The cost to many cities of buying
back land under private ownership to meet
demand would clearly be infeasible (Coriolis,
2019, p. 4). Moreover, neither Vienna nor
Hong Kong is administratively comparable to
any North American city. As an Austrian state
in its own right, Vienna has greater powers of
taxation than municipalities (Bula, 2017). Yet
while few state-owned systems would transfer to B.C. wholesale, they still offer lessons
that inform our discussion of rental zoning in
B.C. (see Lessons, p. 33).

Rental zoning in the news
Because rental zoning is still so new, ver y
little published research exists on it yet.
Lacking empirical data, I conducted an
extensive review of materials on rental zoning from B.C.’s local, regional and provincial
governments from 2018–19. These included
staff repor ts, council minutes and public
hearing video footage from municipalities
known to have been exploring rental zoning.
I reviewed articles from the local media and
professional reports prepared by consultants
for municipalities and the region. While this
project didn’t entail quantitative modelling,

it draws on financial analyses present in the
consultant and municipal materials studied.
For public information on activity in B.C., I
reached out to planners and one municipal
councillor at five local governments known
to have passed or to be investigating rental
zoning. This outreach resulted in phone conversations with two planners in supervisory
positions. It also resulted in the supply of
materials and/or information by these two
municipalities a well as a third.
Through active participation with the sector, I
both presented on the topic and heard diverse
perspectives. I was invited to present interim
findings as a panelist at a workshop titled
“Residential Rental Tenure Zoning (RRTZ) in
the Capital Regional District,” hosted on May
30, 2019 in Victoria by the Housing Research
Collaborative, a research institute of the
School of Community & Regional Planning,
UBC. This cross-sectoral discussion of rental
zoning applications across B.C. was attended
by Victoria-area stakeholder s including
municipal and regional planners, provincial
policy-makers, developers, property managers and housing nonprofits. This event
formed a component of the City of Victoria’s
own public consultation on its rental zoning
initiatives (Victoria, 2019, p.8). I also attended
a panel session at the Vancouver Real Estate
Forum 2019 focused on the prospects of the
rental sector in Metro Vancouver.

Photo: Naomi W. Reichstein
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WHAT THE LAW SAYS
Rental zoning is a major departure from the
traditional concept of zoning. Historically,
zoning has centred on built form as well
as on broad categories of use (residential,
commercial, industrial). This is the first time
zoning has focused on type of tenure.

Three goals:

Preservation, new supply,
affordability
In explaining rental zoning, the B.C. government’s statements tend to conflate three very
different goals. In the Province’s words, the
idea “is to give local governments greater
ability to preserve and increase the overall
supply of rental housing in their communities,
and increase housing choice and affordability” (BCMMAH, 2018, p. 1). The legislation is
driven by three goals:
1. To preserve existing rental stock
2. To enable new rental supply

The province leaves it to local governments
to tailor the legislation to serve whichever of
these goals serve their own community planning. The following section reviews what the
legislation can do … and what it can’t do.

What rental zoning
can do
1. Rental zoning can be
applied on a variety of scales
Municipalities may limit tenure to residential
rental within a zone or a part thereof, so long
as multifamily use is already allowed there
(BC LGA, 481.1 [1]). Thus rental zoning isn’t
allowed in zones designated as single-family
only. The restriction to rental needn’t apply
to the entire zone; local governments may
enable mixed tenures. Rental zoning may
apply to specific areas, to specific properties
or to a certain “number, portion or percentage” of units within a building, as may suit
local goals (BC LGA, 481.1 [2]).

3. To support housing choice and
affordable supply
In fact, these goals differ significantly.
Preservation means retaining present stock,
which is often older, more modest in design
and sometimes deteriorating. New supply, by
contrast, is designed to suit contemporary
expectations as to function and finish, commanding market prices.
Not only are the goals distinct, but they can
conflict. Policies suppor ting preser vation
may have the effect of discouraging investment in new construction, absent additional
interventions.
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2. Non-rental tenure continues as a nonconforming use
If a housing unit already exists under tenure other than rental at the time that a municipality
places a location under rental zoning, then the unit may continue under a nonconforming
form of tenure (BC LGA, 535.1 [1]). For example, a building that’s already strata continues as
strata. This grandfathering of nonconforming tenure also holds if a project is in the building
or development permit stage (BC LGA, 535.1 [2]). Repairs to an existing building don’t change
its tenure, but additional units built will fall under rental zoning (BC LGA, 535.2 [2]).

3. Strata bylaws and housing co-op rules continue in effect
Strata corporations existing within rental zones may continue to pass their own bylaws, and
housing co-ops may continue to pass rules in relation to rentals (BC LGA, 481.2).

4. When owners or tenants change
If a housing unit falling under nonconforming tenure such as strata sees a change in ownership, tenancy or occupancy, that change in itself doesn’t cause the unit to fall under rental
zoning (BC LGA, 535.3). For example, if an owner of an individual condo sells it, the unit
remains a condo. Yet if the strata as a whole is wound up and all of its land and its building(s)
are sold, then the nonconforming form of tenure (strata) ends, and the property comes under
rental zoning (BC LGA, 535.4). For discussion of how rental zoning has already affected some
strata properties, see New Westminster (pp. 19–20).
Figure 1 lays out the key components of the provincial legislation:

Figure 1: B.C.’s rental zoning legislation
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What rental zoning
can’t do
1. Rental zoning can’t regulate
rents
Rental zoning isn’t rent control. Whether
applied to existing properties or to new construction, rental zoning has no bearing on
rents charged. An important corollary is that
even when it enables new rental supply, it
doesn’t necessarily enable affordable supply.
On this score, the Province explains that the
new rental zoning authority will “complement” other land-use tools made available
by the legislation, “including those aimed at
securing affordable rental units” (BCMMAH,
2018, p. 4). These include density bonuses
offered as incentives for affordable units and
rents secured through housing agreements
with landowners (BCMMAH, 2018, p. 4).
On its own, rental zoning lacks the power to
stimulate affordable new supply. This finding
is supported by the analysis done by Coriolis
Consulting for Metro Vancouver, published
as Reducing the Barrier of High Land Cost and
conducted as Phase II of the Transit-Oriented
Affordable Housing Study. The report states:
“In most cases, rental zoning will not contribute to the development of new rental
housing” (Coriolis, 2019, p. 50). Finding that
new buildings constructed in rental zones
would need very substantial new density to
generate land values equal to existing land
values, Coriolis concludes that units created
under rental zoning are likely to be market
rather than affordable, absent other controls
(2019, pp. 44, 50, 65).
In itself, rental zoning thus addresses tenure
alone, with no mechanism for keeping rents
affordable. This is implicit in the Province’s
assertion that “One way in which rental zoning is expected to be used is to support rental
housing close to current and future transit
lines and other amenities” (BCMMAH, 2018,
p. 2). Conveniences located close to housing are precisely the factors that can make
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high-density neighbourhoods in corridors
and regional town centres desirable, thereby
commanding the highest rents possible.
Therefore it remains with the other tools
available under pre-existing legislation to set
affordable rents. Housing agreements negotiated upon rezonings are the primary means
of establishing affordable rents in B.C., while
inclusionary housing is a way of making the
affordable space financially viable to build
and operate. Without such inter ventions,
projects built under rental zoning will be
market, as the Coriolis report demonstrates.
Precisely because rental zoning has the
potential to reduce land values in precluding
stratification (which enables land to be sold
at its highest market value), property owners developing land under rental zoning are
likely to develop at market rents to attain the
full value available to them, unless additional
affordable housing provisions are made.

2. Rental zoning can’t specify
type of tenant
Rental zoning can specify the use but not the
user. It can require rental tenure in a location but can’t set any parameters around the
tenants who may live there. It rests with a
housing agreement to regulate whether a
project is for low-income, very low-income
or moderate-income residents. A housing
agreement is also the instrument for reserving housing for a certain group; for example,
women only, families, Indigenous tenants,
seniors, disabled tenants or homeless clients.

Photo: Naomi W. Reichstein

3. Rental zoning can’t prevent demolitions
One of the most prevalent misconceptions about rental zoning is that it can prevent
demolitions. It can’t.
In some ways, the word “preservation” is misleading when applied to tenure. Rental zoning can preser ve a property’s rental use, but it has no power to preser ve the physical
building. Under the legislation, a municipality may pass bylaws against stratification, but
owners remain free to sell, demolish or redevelop buildings and rent the units at rates that
existing tenants may be unable to afford.
Granted, the very devaluation of land by precluding stratification may have the practical
effect of slowing demolitions by making redevelopment financially non-viable. Retention of
physical buildings may follow as a byproduct of the downward pull of rental zoning on land
values. Indeed, as we illustrate in this report, local governments such as New Westminster
and Squamish are initiating or exploring rental zoning with this ver y goal of slowing
red evelopment (see pp. 19–20, 24). That said, municipal councils need to understand the risk
that buildings left in place by devaluation may fall into neglect rather than being preserved in
good condition. Councils also need to understand – and to help residents understand – that
demolitions of purpose-built rentals can and may continue to happen under rental zoning.

Photo: Naomi W. Reichstein
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IMPLEMENTATIONS
To date, three municipalities – Burnaby, New Westminster and Victoria – have passed rental
zoning bylaws with the potential for application on a major scale. Several others have either
explored rental zoning or are in the process of doing so. While covering all municipalities
involved with rental zoning would be beyond the scope of this report, we draw attention to
several whose initiatives could play out in ambitious ways. 3
Figure 2 displays a sampling of local governments that have passed rental zoning bylaws or
that have explored possible initiatives:

Figure 2: B.C.’s rental zoning legislation
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Cities that have passed rental zoning
So far, three municipalities have passed rental zoning bylaws. This section highlights key
features of each policy. For further detail, see Tables 1 (p. 27) and 2 (p. 29).

Burnaby
On December 3, 2018, Burnaby became the first municipality to pass a rental zoning bylaw. 4
This initiative followed the demolition of over 800 residential rental units in Metrotown to
make way for condos (Nasimi, 2019). The bylaw establishes “rental-only zoning sub-districts”
within Burnaby’s multifamily, commercial and institutional districts (Burnaby, 2019, p. 2). On
May 27, 2019, Council endorsed a framework for implementing the bylaw. Policy objectives
are geared around replacement and increase of rental housing, variety of rent levels, rental
affordability and protection of rental
housing (Burnaby, 2019, p. 2.)
Four program streams fuse rental zoning with affordable housing: rental
replacement, inclusionary rental, rental
units included voluntarily in commercial and mixed-use developments, and
rental zoning on existing purpose-built
rental sites (Burnaby, 2019, pp. 10–14).

CHECK THIS OUT

Burnaby is the only city proposing
rental zoning to create homes within
unused commercial space
Proposed rental zoning on existing
multifamily buildings could cover
500–1,000 units

To date, Burnaby is the only municipality
to propose using rental zoning to introduce residential units within commercial
zones. The policy would enable owners
of commercial buildings voluntarily to
apply unused extra density toward residential rental. 5 This model of mixing commercial with
residential rental arises from very substantial amounts of commercial density available in
Burnaby, some of which is unused.
Burnaby is also proposing rental zoning on existing purpose-built rental sites with buildings
consisting of 6+ units. This proposal is estimated to cover 500–1,000 units throughout the
city (Nasimi, 2019).
The proposals contained in Burnaby’s framework will be encoded in amendments to the City’s
existing zoning bylaw and go before a public hearing (Nasimi, 2019).

New Westminster
If Burnaby is the first municipality to have put rental zoning on the books, New Westminster
is the first to have gone ahead with applying rental zoning to specific properties. As such,
it’s also the first and so far only local government to face legal action from property owners
arising from rental zoning.
New West’s controversial bylaw places 12 City-owned properties and six privately owned
apartment buildings under rental zoning (NW, 2019a; 2019c). 6 The City’s approach to rental
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zoning combines this bylaw with the Rental Housing Revitalization Initiative, which encompasses various strategies such as inclusionary housing (McManus, 2019).
New West’s focus with rental zoning is to protect tenants living in existing rentals. The bylaw
passed amid concern about evictions of tenants during owners’ renovations. Policy objectives
centre on preserving rental stock, protecting tenants from displacement during renovations,
encouraging maintenance of existing buildings and slowing redevelopment.
New West’s application of rental zoning also illustrates the provincial provisions for strata.
Each of the six private properties placed under rental zoning is a stratified multifamily building owned by one entity (be it an individual, a family or a company). The units are rented out
to tenants. Under the provincial legislation, these buildings
should continue strata-titled as
CHECK THIS OUT
long as they remain under present ownership. Since 1978, New
New West is the only city that has:
West has had a moratorium on
conversions of rental buildings
• Applied rental zoning to specific sites
to strata, but the status of these
six as already stratified has precluded their coverage under
• Faced legal action from owners over rental
it (NW, 2019a, p. 2). Planning
zoning
staff have expressed that rental
zoning is the one mechanism
available for preser ving rental
• Offered tax incentives to landlords
tenure within these buildings
who agree to rental zoning
(McManus, 2019).
The bent in favour of retention over redevelopment is also clear in the language of New
West’s rental replacement policy, one component of its revitalization initiative. The City
declares, “This draft Policy aims to support only very gradual redevelopment of the aging
purpose-built rental stock, while increasing the market rental and below-market rental supply” (NW, 2019b, p. 7, emphasis added). That said, the revitalization initiative holds out the
possibility of expanding rental zoning into multifamily areas undergoing neighbourhood
planning and master planning into the future (NW, 2019b, p. 4).
At present writing, New West faces legal challenges in the B.C. Supreme Court from owners of the strata buildings placed under rental zoning. As reported in the media, petitioners
assert that the public hearing process was rushed upon them and contained information that
was false and damaging to them (Bula, 2019; Lazatin, 2019).
On the other hand, New West is the only municipality to introduce a voluntary rental zoning option accompanied with tax incentives. This model offers partial property tax breaks to
landlords of purpose-built rentals if they agree to have rental zoning and a housing agreement registered on the property, commit to negotiated building maintenance expenditures
and annual building inspections, and agree that there will be no tenant evictions during
maintenance and renos (NW, 2019b, p. 12).
The unit responsible for policy work on this issue at the City of New Westminster did not
respond to a request to comment for this report.
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Victoria
After B.C.’s capital city incorporated a definition of rental zoning into its zoning bylaw, staff
began working on strategies for applying it to properties. On July 4, 2019, Council decided
to proceed with public consultation on a proposal to place all existing purpose-built rental
buildings in the city under rental zoning (Victoria, 2019, p. 7). If approved, this sweeping
move is estimated to affect 500 buildings containing approximately 16,000 units, making up
“the vast majority of the city’s rental housing stock” (Victoria, 2019, pp. 8–10). Public consultation will follow in September and October, with a report to Council in November (Victoria,
2019, p. 10; Cleverley, 2019). The report will summarize public feedback and the draft bylaws.
Council may choose not to proceed with the amendments, direct staff to change the bylaw
amendments or direct staff to undertake further consultation. If Council endorses the bylaw
amendments, then the amendments will go to a public hearing prior to adoption. 7
Beyond existing rentals, Victoria has been considering rental zoning for secondary and garden suites in private houses; rental zoning for new zones on proposed purpose-built projects;
and possible prezoning of selected areas for rental tenure (Victoria, 2018, p. 5). Council has
also directed staff to explore the use of incentives as a means of introducing rental zoning,
which is likely to mean integration of rental zoning as part of a density bonus system. 8
Victoria is the only municipality identified for this report that has considered applying rental
zoning to secondary and garden suites within private houses. All other cases discovered so
far have concerned apartment buildings or townhouse projects. While
the legislation refers to application of
CHECK THIS OUT
rental zoning on multifamily developments, it doesn’t provide a definition
Victoria has proposed rental zoning on
of multifamily; therefore, it is up to
local governments to define multinearly all its existing rental stock:
family for the purpose of considering
about 500 buildings and 16,000 units
rental zoning. 9 In any case, however,
the City decided to exclude secondary
and garden suites from rental zoning.
Staff advised that rental zoning on these suites could result in a variety of unintended consequences. For example, it could preclude homeowners from using their suites for family
members including aging parents or even for themselves, should a homeowner wish to move
into the suite and rent out the main house (Victoria, 2019, p.13).
Victoria is also the only municipality identified for this report to study prezoning selected
areas for rental tenure.
The City’s engagement will include consultation with owners of the affected existing puposebuilt rental properties and with the public.
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Municipalities exploring rental zoning
Vancouver
To date, the City of Vancouver hasn’t drafted a rental zoning policy. Yet it has consistently
supported this provincial legislation as a way of increasing the housing tools available to
municipalities. In Vancouver, 53% of households rent, and the City has plans in place for
increasing rentals in the social, secure market and laneway categories, with the West End,
Mount Pleasant, Kitsilano, South Granville and Kerrisdale cited as key neighbourhoods for
preserving stock (Shaw, 2018).
Vancouver has made it clear that it intends to align rental zoning with transit-oriented
developm ent, using the Broadway Corridor as the first focal site. So far, the City has geared
its language on rental zoning toward counterbalancing speculation spurred by new rapid
transit along the corridor.
The Broadway Plan area runs from Clark Drive to Vine Street running east–west, and from
1st to 16th Avenue running north–south (CoV, 2019b, p. 3). On January 29, 2019, Council
endorsed the expansion of the future Broadway Subway (SkyTrain) from Arbutus Street all the
way along the Broadway Corridor to UBC (CoV, 2019a, p. 31). On April 23, Council passed a
motion geared toward limiting speculation in the Kitsilano and West Point Grey neighbourhoods that could arise from rezoning applications filed in anticipation of the new transit.

Photo: Naomi W. Reichstein
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Among various provisions, the April 23 motion directs staff to “explore the use of rental
only zoning in the Broadway Plan area through the Broadway Planning Process, and in the
neighbourhoods of Kitsilano and West Point Grey … to enhance the protection of renters and
limit speculation in response to transit infrastructure investment” (CoV, 2019b, App. A.1, p. 1,
emphasis added). The staff report following the motion asserts that the Broadway planning
program “will explore rental-only zoning within its planning boundary (Clark Drive to Vine
Street),” recommending that staff “[explore] the opportunity for rental only zoning in the
Broadway area west of Vine as part of
the city-wide plan and/or future area
planning is completed” [sic] (CoV,
2019b, p. 4).
CHECK THIS OUT

Vancouver wants to align rental zoning

While the City has made it clear
that it intends to focus rental zonwith transit-oriented development while
ing along the Broadway Corridor, it
curbing speculation
hasn’t yet proposed a form for doing
so. It’s also not clear how the City
will square discouragement of speculation with development to boost much-needed rental supply or what type or level of
consultation the City intends.
In fall 2019, the City will launch the public engagement for the first city-wide plan in years,
forging a large-scale vision for Vancouver to 2050. Housing will form a component of the
plan (CoV, 2019c). It remains to be seen whether and how the City hopes to integrate rental
zoning beyond the Broadway Plan into the larger city-wide plan.
The City of Vancouver did not respond to requests to comment for this report.

Richmond
On April 2, 2019, Richmond’s policy planning staff presented the Council’s planning committee
with a proposed bylaw to phase in rental zoning on existing properties and redevelopments. 10
The proposal sought to preserve existing rental housing while applying rental density to new
supply, with or without added density.
The proposal targeted 4,125 existing rental units in 60 purpose-built rental buildings:
21 market, 22 non-market and 17 co-ops. Where
it came to new rental projects, the proposal
recommended mandator y inclusion of market
rental units in high-density multifamily zones on
CHECK THIS OUT
projects consisting of 60 units or more where
rezoning was not required. The proposal also
Richmond has proposed 4,125
recommended mandator y market rentals in
units for rental zoning
future developments on rezoning, with incentives to developers, including density bonuses
(Richmond, 2019a, pp. 3, 17).
The proposal didn’t pass as drafted. The planning committee turned it back to staff, as needing further study and consultation (Rantanen, 2019). Public and stakeholder consultation
followed in May and June (Richmond, 2019b). Reporting on results has yet to appear.
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Squamish
On February 19, 2019, the District of Squamish Council passed a motion directing staff to
draft a rental zoning bylaw (Squamish, 2019a, 2019b). Like a number of other municipalities,
Squamish is striving to balance preservation of stock with gradual redevelopment.

CHECK THIS OUT
Squamish is the only municipality
proposing rental zoning on existing
units while leaving future units on
the same site unrestricted

Key components of Squamish’s proposal
are rental zoning proposed for existing
purpose-built rental buildings consisting
of 6+ units, and rental zoning proposed on
new purpose-built rentals as well as forming a component of future OCPs.

A unique feature has to do with how
Squamish wants to encourage gradual
redevelopment. Squamish is proposing
rental zoning only on existing units on a rental site, leaving future units unrestricted. This
policy represents an attempt to strike a “balance” between preserving existing rentals and
enabling new supply “over time” (Squamish, 2019a, p. 5). Squamish is the first and so far
only municipality identified for this report to explore applying rental zoning to a partial site
in this way.

Port Moody
The City of Port Moody launched a rental zoning initiative, then decided not to proceed.
On September 25, 2018, Council passed a resolution directing staff to initiate rezoning of
four properties: two under private ownership, one owned by Metro Vancouver Housing Corp.
and a fourth held in partnership between BC Housing and a private developer (Port Moody,
2018a, p. 7; 2019, p. 3). Of these, the two private projects are still to be built, while the other
two are existing townhouse complexes (Bartel, 2019). The Metro Vancouver Housing property
is non-market; the other townhouse complex is market (Bartel, 2019).
After the motion passed on December 4, the proposal went to consultation with the affected
property owners (Port Moody, 2018b, p. 9). Consultation along with staff analysis led to the
conclusion in February 2019 that instruments were already in place to protect the City’s
purpose-built rental housing (Port Moody, 2019). Staff cited existing programs such as rental
protections setting expectations of 1:1 unit replacement on redevelopment, a tenant relocation assistance policy, housing agreements, and policies requiring Council’s approval over
strata conversions upon expiration of housing agreements (Port Moody, 2019, pp. 4, 7, 9).
For their part, owners argued that rental zoning could jeopardize financing of new projects
by reducing land value, and they objected to the absence of incentives offered by the City
for building rental rather than strata (Port Moody, 2019, pp. 6, 8).
Considering the objections together, Port Moody decided not to pursue rental zoning on
the four properties under consideration. Staff will report back to Council on an inclusionary
housing program with incentives for new rental units and on how best to apply rental zoning
going forward (Port Moody, 2019, p. 17).
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RENTAL ZONING MODELS
Our study of rental zoning
initiatives by municipalities
to date enables us to identify
numerous forms in which the
tool could be implemented.
The report prepared by Coriolis
C o n s u l t i n g a s p a r t of t h e
Transit-Oriented Affordable
Housing Study breaks rental
zoning down into three underlying scenarios (at right).
Each of these broad categories
comes with several variations.
M u n i c i pa l i t i e s m a y l a ye r a
variety of affordable housing
policies onto these scenarios
to suit local circumstances and
enable affordability.
For a breakdown of available
models, see the graphics on
the following pages. They display the models in two broad
categories: rental zoning on
existing properties and rental
zoning on new construction.

Rental zoning:
3 broad scenarios
Existing zone modified to rental,
no other changes

This scenario entails no changes to use, density
or design. Rental zoning could protect an older
building from demolition or apply to new rental
development.

Rezoning with higher density, all rental

In return for higher density for the developer, the
municipality could set the condition that the entire
site be rental.

Rezoning with higher density, mixed tenure
A portion of the site (say, the additional density
granted) could be zoned rental only, while the
remainder (say, the underlying or original density) could be under a tenure of the developer’s
choosing.

Adapted from Coriolis Consulting, Reducing the
Barrier of High Land Coast, 2019, p. 45
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Rental zoning applied to existing properties
Applied to existing properties, zoning for residential rental can apply to existing multifamily
properties under private ownership, to unused space within commercial or mixed-use properties, or to publicly owned properties. In turn, implementation of each of these can vary
with context.
Figure 3 ilustrates variations on rental zoning applied to existing properties:

Figure 3: Models of rental zoning applied to existing properties

On the following page, Tables 1a and 1b explain how these scenarios for existing properties
could work. These tables detail the tradeoffs (opportunities and limitations) of each model
and include examples of municipalities that are implementing or exploring them.
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Existing multifamily:
Rental zoning applied to
entire site
Approach

Existing multifamily:
Rental zoning applied to
existing units; future units
may be strata-titled

Existing multifamily:
Rental zoning voluntary
on owner’s part, with tax
incentives

Entire existing multifamily site Existing rental units on site Owner voluntarily commits
placed under rental zon- to rental zoning in return for
placed under rental zoning
ing, future units on same site property tax exemptions
unrestricted

Opportunities Retention of existing stock

Preservation of existing stock
allowing for incremental development. Balance attempted
between rental stability and
replacement as stock ages.

Can be combined with other
provisions such as housing
agreements for affordability
or commitments to standards
of upkeep and maintenance
inspections

Limitations

Can’t prevent demolition. Can’t Can’t prevent demolition. Can’t Uptake only likely if tax savings
control rents. Land devalued outweigh devaluation of land
control rents. Land devalued.
unless future strata has sufficient density to offset.

Examples

Applied by New Westminster Considered by Squamish
to 6 multifamily buildings.
Proposed by Burnaby, Victoria.
Considered by Richmond, Port
Moody.

Existing commercial/
mixed use
Approach

Existing public property

Owner may voluntarily develop Entire existing multifamily site
underused commercial or placed under rental zoning
mixed-used space as residential
rental

Opportunities O p p o r t u n i t y to m a x i m i z e Signal sent to future councils,

use of available density while other government agencies and
concentrating development in community about need to retain
town centres close to transit and properties for housing
amenities

Limitations

Balance needed between
residential and commercial
allocations. Residential portion could overtake commercial
use if not limited by percentage. Allowing residential on
ground floor could reduce retail
presence.

No value added to property
use as government already uses
for housing. Restricted ability
of future councils to use property flexibly should land-use
needs change. Devaluation of
government land could reduce
leverage to command highest
prices in later disposition.

Examples

Available in Burnaby11

Proposed by Port Moody for
proper ty owned by Metro
Van co uver Ho usin g Co rp.
(didn’t proceed)

Offered by New Westminster
under Rental Housing
Revitalization Initiative

Rental zoning applied
to existing properties
Table 1a (above):
Multifamily sites
Table 1b (left):
Commercial/Mixed-use
and public sites
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Rental zoning applied to new construction
With new construction, municipalities can apply rental zoning either with or without offering additional density to developers. That said, adding density is a key incentive by which
local governments in B.C. and elsewhere make rental projects financially viable, especially
for affordable rentals.
Figure 4 illustrates variations on rental zoning applied to new construction:

Figure 4: Models of rental zoning applied to new construction

On the following page, Tables 2a and 2b explain how these scenarios for new construction
could work. These tables detail the tradeoffs (opportunities and limitations) of each model
and include examples of municipalities that are implementing or exploring them.
As shown in the tables, scenarios for new construction could be either with or without
added density. The “density-added” model includes scenarios for inclusionary housing. Also
included are scenarios for prezoning and future public property developments.
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New multifamily
New multifamily
construction, rental zoning construction, rental zoning
with density added:
with no density added
Market properties
Approach

New construction placed under
rental zoning at development
application. No changes to
density.

Opportunities

Limitations

Examples

Approach

Rental zoning either on allrental properties or to rental
portions of mixed-tenure properties (mixed rental and strata)
Density bonuses to stimul a t e n e w r e n t a l s u p p l y.
Stimulation of supply could
d r i ve d o w n m a r ke t re n t a l
prices.

New multifamily
construction, rental zoning
with density added:
Inclusionary housing
Rental zoning on additional density for affordable rentals under
h o u s i n g a g re e m e n t s . O r i g i n a l
underlying density not subject to
rental zoning.
L a n d - va l u e c a p t u re l e v e r a g e s
land-lif t to provide housing as
public amenity. Potential density
increases for strata allow owner
to maintain value by offsetting
affordable units.

Inclusionar y approaches
depend on rising real-estate
markets. Inclusionary requirem e n t s of te n c a l l f o r t a l l e r
buildings, inviting neighbourhood pushback.

Likely to make new projects
non-viable because fails to
compensate owners for lowered
land value. Likely to discourage
supply by placing sites in holding positions (Coriolis, 2019,
p. 50).

No provision for affordability. Land devalued by rental
zoning. Adding supply only
likely to drive rents down if
supply exceeds demand.

Commercial/
Mixed use

Prezoning for rental tenure Future public property
development

Owner may voluntarily develop
underused commercial or
mixed-used space as residential
rental

Zoning pre-assigned to whole
area of land could designate
rental tenure terms applicable
through whole zone

Under investigation in
several municipalities

Burnaby, New Westminster,
Victoria, Richmond and Port
Moody all exploring combinations of rental zoning and
inclusionary approaches

Sites owned by a government
and slated for development or
redevelopment placed under
rental zoning

Opportunities O p p o r t u n i t y to m a x i m i z e Reduction of approval and Signal sent to future councils,
use of available density while
concentrating development in
town centres close to transit and
amenities

permit waiting times, greater other government agencies and
clarity on policy expectations, community about need to retain
reduction of commercial uncer- properties for housing
tainty (Coriolis, 2019, p. 66)

Limitations

Balance needed between
residential and commercial
allocations. Residential portion could overtake commercial
use if not limited by percentage. Allowing residential on
ground floor could reduce retail
presence.

Authority to prezone available in
B.C. but only used by 2 municipalities in Metro Vancouver
for affordable housing (Metro
Vancouver, 2016, p. 2)

Examples

Available in Burnaby

Victoria considering prezoning Applied by New Westminster to
for rental tenure
12 City-owned properties

No value added to property
use. Restricted ability of future
councils to use property flexibly
should land-use needs change.
Devaluation of government land
could reduce leverage to command highest prices in later
disposition.

Rental zoning applied to new construction

Table 2a (top): New developments with and without additional density
Table 2b (bottom): Additional new construction scenarios
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LESSONS
This study of rental zoning initiatives by
municipalities to date and the variations on
rental zoning that are emerging from these
efforts suggests the following lessons.
It is important to emphasize up front that
rental zoning is still virtually untested. As
such, it is likely to bring consequences that
we can’t yet foresee. While this summary lays
out tradeoffs that seem salient at the time
of writing, we can expect more to become
apparent as this new tool receives trial.

Rental retention may help
some tenants, hurt others
Retention of existing rental units offers stability for tenants who already hold leases.
Older units are also typically more afforda ble
than new ones. Yet in expensive markets,
retaining older units while discouraging
new supply is likely to produce the tradeoff of keeping existing apartments for the
benefit of some tenants while discouraging
new units for others who also need places
to live. Municipalities can explore mixedtenure options or incremental approaches
to redevelopment such as Squamish’s idea
of applying rental zoning on existing units in
multifamily buildings while allowing stratification of units built on site later (see p. 24).
In devaluing land, policies that reduce the
likelihood of sale or favour retention over
development could bring the unintended
consequence of lowering the incentive upon
owners to ensure upkeep of their properties.
(See Financing, p. 31.)

Density tied to rental zoning
Lacking a mechanism of land-value capture,
rental zoning on its own won’t help to generate new supply. To the contrar y: absent
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incentives, the preclusion of selling strata is
likely to remove the financial attraction for
developers to build. To the extent that rental
zoning has the potential to enable new supply, it is likely to be market, as below-market
housing would probably not be financially
viable (Coriolis, 2019, pp. 44, 50, 65).

An untested tool, rental
zoning will bring outcomes
that we can’t yet foresee
Objections to rental zoning can be addressed
through incentives such as density bonusing
for inclusionary housing. This is a promising
option for mixed-tenure projects where units
placed under residential zoning could come
as additional density layered onto stratatitled original density allowed for the site.
The underlying strata portion would allow
the land to hold its value. (For possible complexities where it comes to lending on such
projects, see Financing, p. 31.)

Incentives
Beyond density bonuses, reduced waiting times for approvals and lowered
parking requirements can help make rental
projects more viable. Given that rental
z o n i n g i s a “s t i c k ” a p p roa c h t o h o u s i n g w h e re o w n e r s a n d d e v e l o p e r s a re
concerned, municipalities should consider
“carrot” approaches as well, such as the
property tax exemption New West is offering in exchange for rental zoning voluntarily
accepted on properties (see p. 20).

Financing needs study
The effects of rental zoning on the financ ing
of proper ty are impor tant considerations
that are not yet well understood. On this
score, the City of Victoria reports two areas
of concern expressed within the initial public
comments and considerations received. 12
First, applying rental zoning on existing
properties may reduce land values, which
may have an impact on the ability of property owners to borrow from their property
equity for maintenance and upgrading. Thus
rental zoning could have the unintended
consequence of discouraging upkeep, causing older rental properties to fall into neglect
and eventual demolition.
A second challenge concerns combining
rental zoning with strata projects in future
development. In looking at mixed-tenure
projects that combine condos with rentals,
the City of Victoria has received feedback
that developers run into resistance from
lenders to financing the rental portions, as
lenders are accustomed to financing allrental or all-strata properties. Consequently,
the mixed-tenure projects may simply not
proceed. That said, this is also not a common
approach in Victoria. Several nonprofit housing providers have explained that they prefer
to concentrate units in a single building,
rather than scattering a few units in multiple
buildings. The latter approach creates issues
and challenges for operation and management of rental units. 13
In general, uncertainties about the financing
of mixed-tenure projects could challenge the
ability of cities to combine rental zoning with
inclusionary housing, given that retaining a
property’s original density as strata could in
theor y provide one way of enabling additional density designated as rental-only.

Prezoning
Prezoning is an underused tool in B.C.
Municipalities can consider prezoning areas
for rental tenure. This could reduce permit

and approval wait times and enhance clarity
and commercial certainty for projects:
benefits that could help offset the drawbacks of rental zoning for developers.

Commercial and mixed-use
opportunities
In areas with substantial underused commercial space, municipalities can consider
following Burnaby’s example of allowing
owners and developers to diver t unused
density toward residential use, subject to
rental zoning. This approach offers a win-win
for owners and tenants. In keeping with the
goals of establishing livable neighbourhoods
with retail opening to the street, design
guidelines could follow Burnaby’s lead in
limiting the percentage of residential density
and restricting residential use to non-ground
floors (Burnaby, 2019, pp. 6–7).

Legal challenges
In B.C., section 479 of the Local Government
Act gives municipalities complete power to
pass zoning bylaws. A council has full authority to ascertain that a zoning change serves
community interests, and so long as the
council is considered to have acted within its

Using extra commercial space
for residential rental:
A potential win-win for
owners and renters
authority and with proper procedure, zonings can’t be appealed (Coriolis, 2019, p. 39).
All the same, municipalities would be wise
to consider the perception of fairness in their
conduct on these policies. In announcing
plans for rental zoning within their communities, governments should ensure full
consultation with parties affected and hear
from multiple stakeholders in conducting
their analyses before reaching decisions.
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This includes giving an appropriate amount
of time before public hearings to allow stakeholders to prepare submissions.

Thinking long-term
Rental zoning is not an appropriate emergency housing measure. It should never be a
rushed decision. It has the potential to exert
long-term impact on markets in ways that
communities won’t always be able to predict.
Local governments need to conduct thorough financial and land-use analyses and
consult stakeholders with the expertise to
forecast effects specific to their communities.

Fostering a climate for change
Municipalities do well to think longterm in considering the need to foster a
climate conducive to purpose-built rental
construction.
Even if legal recourse against rental zoning is unlikely to succeed in most cases, its
perception as an unfair taking may have a
depressive effect on markets because of the
potential to lower land values and reduce
commercial cer tainty. While some councils may regard retention of rental stock as
today’s most urgent goal, land-use needs can
change. In view of the extreme rental shortage prevailing in many communities, councils
should weigh retention of stock against the
value of fostering a climate nimble enough to
invite new purpose-built rental construction.

Ghettoization
Some objectors to rental zoning have raised
the spectre of ghettoization by tenure type.
Precedents on use of housing to encourage social integration come mostly from the
U.S., where evidence suggests that inclusionar y housing has helped reduce racial
and socioeconomic segregation in some settings (Albright, Casciano, Derickson & Kinsey,
2013, cited in Bratt & Vladeck, 2014, p. 595).
In the U.S., common entrances to buildings,
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shared roads into subdivisions and placement of affordable and market homes in the
same cul-de-sac have all been recommended
as ways to reduce racial segregation (Arpey,
2017, pp. 643–644).
In Canada, discussions of rental zoning and
inclusionary housing have generally arisen
within the context of socioeconomic rather
than racial segregation. That said, the U.S.
precedents suggest that creating mixed
forms of zoning rather than purely rental
zoning could help head off ghettoization
along socioeconomic or racial lines, which
often intersect. Communities can promote
social integration by allowing mixed tenure
and disallowing designs such as separate
entrances or driveways that encode social
hierarchies (Arpey, 2017).

Rental zoning should not be used
as an emergency housing measure

Off-site, cash-in-lieu options
B.C.’s municipalities could consider combining off-site or cash-in-lieu options with rental
zoning in some locations. Off-site and cashin-lieu are approaches to affordable housing
familiar in the U.S. that are less common
in Canada. These options carry the potential advantage of offering greater value for
the housing dollar in siting projects where
land and building costs may be lower, especially if woodframe construction rather than
concrete is used (Coriolis, 2019, p. 55). For
example, in a location where additional density is offered that would fall under rental
zoning, the developer could have the option
of constructing the additional units off site as
a standalone project or of paying the city an
amount equivalent to its value.
In looking at off-site and cash-in-lieu options,
municipalities should consider tradeoffs.
These options bring the potential risk of
segregating affordable housing from market
buildings (see Ghettoization, at left).

Housing nonprofits
For nonprofit housing societies, it remains
unclear that rental zoning adds value to
existing affordable housing tools.
Perhaps as with any landowner, the answer
lies in whether the nonprofit is a buyer or
a seller. For nonprofits seeking to expand
their por tfolios, to the extent that rental
zoning may lower land values in reser ving
lots from stratification, rental zoning could
reduce barriers to acquisition. This advantage is counterbalanced, however, when
nonprofits go to sell their lands. Nonprofits
typically hold their properties long-term, but
should there come a time when they wish
to reo rganize their portfolios by selling off
some assets, the reduction of land value by
rental zoning has the potential to hurt them
as it would any other owner.
For nonprofits in holding positions – neither
buying nor selling – rental zoning doesn’t
change their status, as they already operate
under housing agreements as the principal
governing documents for delivery of affordable housing. The economic impact of rental
zoning will principally be experienced in the
market rather than the nonprofit sector.

Keeping lands public
Beyond conveying a symbolic political message, imposing rental zoning on public lands
adds no clear benefit. When a municipality zones its own sites for rental, as New
Westminster has done with 12 of its properties, the main effect is to tie the hands of
future councils in how these lands are used
and to reduce the likely prices in the event
of disposition.
Fundamentally, though, placing g
 overnment
land under rental zoning misses the point.
Much more important is for councils to commit to retaining lands in perpetuity rather
than allowing them to pass into private
hands. As we’ve seen from Vienna and Hong
Kong (pp. 12–13), public retention of land is
the best way for governments to secure their

own place as leaders in delivering housing
into the future. North American cities do well
to take the message that they should keep
permanently whatever lands they do still own
(Armstrong, cited in Bula, 2017). Public ownership, rather than zoning type, forms the
most operative factor in the ability of governments to leverage lands for housing.
In B.C., more work should occur across
governments and agencies to increase opportunities to transfer surplus lands by sale or
lease from one government entity to another
for public amenities rather selling them to
the highest bidder. The disposition of lands
by agencies such as Vancouver ’s Pearson

Rental zoning will mainly affect
market properties, rather than
nonprofit or government lands
Dogwood healthcare facility (Armstrong,
c i te d i n B u l a , 2 0 1 7 ) a n d t h e re c u r re n t
threat of school closures by the Vancouver
School Board (Chan, 2019) are examples
of o ppo r t u ni t i e s w he re l ands c o u l d b e
converted into other forms of public good,
or could have been.

Being the world’s first jurisdiction to introduce rental zoning, B.C. is a pioneer in an
experiment that is still largely untried. As
municipalities roll out rental zoning bylaws in
the coming months and years, our province
will provide test cases that stand to inform
other cities across North America struggling
with the problem of generating housing at
rents commensurate with people’s incomes.
As these policies will no doubt bring consequences that we can’t yet predict, it will be
crucial to report and learn from outcomes as
they unfold.
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NOTES
1 Local Government Act, 481.1, 481.2 and 535.1–535.5; Vancouver Charter, 565.01, 565.02 and
568.1–568.4. The legislation was effected through the Local Government Statutes (Residential
Rental Tenure Zoning), Amendment Act, 2018, S.B.C. 2018, c. 26.
2 Where inclusionary housing is achieved through zoning as in the U.S., it’s called inclusionary
zoning. Under the Local Government Act, B.C.’s municipalities lack authority to use zoning powers to mandate inclusion of affordable units at the time of a development application (NW, 2018,
p. 4; Coriolis, 2019, p. 20). Nonetheless, it’s common in B.C. to grant bonus density in exchange
for affordable inclusions (NW, 2018, p. 4). For this reason, we use the term “inclusionary housing”
rather than “inclusionary zoning” in the B.C. context.
3 Information contained in this section is as of the time of writing. News within this area of
policy changes rapidly.
4

Bylaw No. 13940, cited as Burnaby Zoning Bylaw 1965, Amendment Bylaw No. 40, 2018.

5

Edward Kozak, City of Burnaby, personal communication, May 23, 2019.

6

Bylaw 8078, 2019, updated on May 6, 2019 with Bylaw 8123 (NW, 2019d, 2019e).

7

Robert Batallas, City of Victoria, email, July 23, 2019.

8

Robert Batallas, City of Victoria, email, July 23, 2019.

9

Robert Batallas, City of Victoria, emails, May 13, 2019; July 23, 2019.

10

Richmond Zoning Bylaw 8500, Amendment Bylaw 10014.

11 The City of Burnaby has established limits on the percentage of density allowed for residential
rental use of commercial buildings as well as restrictions on ground-floor residential in commercial buildings. City of Burnaby, Planning and Development Committee, Council Report: Rental Use
Zoning Policy and Initial Implementation Framework, April 25, 2019, Appendix pp. 6–7. https://
eagenda.burnaby.ca/sirepub/cache/2/yvimnijvn5zjbuqwyt2octpi/14758007212019013722336.PDF
12

Robert Batallas, City of Victoria, personal communication, April 20, 2019; email, July 23, 2019.

13

Robert Batallas, City of Victoria, personal communication, April 20, 2019; email, July 23, 2019.
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